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173. He has only forbidden to you dead animals,50 blood, the flesh 
of swine, and that which has been dedicated to other than 
AllŒh.  But whoever is forced [by necessity], neither desiring 
[it] nor transgressing [its limit], there is no sin upon him.  
Indeed, AllŒh is Forgiving and Merciful.

174. Indeed, they who conceal what AllŒh has sent down of the 
Book and exchange it for a small price – those consume not 
into their bellies except the Fire.  And AllŒh will not speak to 
them on the Day of Resurrection, nor will He purify them.  
And they will have a painful punishment.

175. Those are the ones who have exchanged guidance for error 
and forgiveness for punishment.  How patient they are for 
[i.e., in pursuit of] the Fire!

176. That is [deserved by them] because AllŒh has sent down the 
Book in truth.  And indeed, those who differ over the Book 
are in extreme dissension.

177. Righteousness is not that you turn your faces toward the east 
or the west, but [true] righteousness is [in] one who believes 
in AllŒh, the Last Day, the angels, the Book, and the prophets 
and gives wealth, in spite of love for it, to relatives, orphans, 
the needy, the traveler, those who ask [for help], and for 
freeing slaves; [and who] establishes prayer and gives zakŒh; 
[those who] fulfill their promise when they promise; and 
[those who] are patient in poverty and hardship and during 
battle.  Those are the ones who have been true, and it is those 
who are the righteous.

178. O you who have believed, prescribed for you is legal retribution
for those murdered – the free for the free, the slave for the slave, 
and the female for the female.51  But whoever overlooks from 
his brother [i.e., the killer] anything,52 then there should be a 
suitable follow-up and payment to him [i.e., the deceased's 

                                               
50Those not slaughtered or hunted expressly for food.
51No one else should be executed in place of the killer.
52By accepting compensation payment rather than execution.
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heir or legal representative] with good conduct.  This is an 
alleviation from your Lord and a mercy.  But whoever 
transgresses after that53 will have a painful punishment.

179. And there is for you in legal retribution [saving of] life, O you
[people] of understanding, that you may become righteous.

180. Prescribed for you when death approaches [any] one of you if 
he leaves wealth [is that he should make] a bequest for the 
parents and near relatives according to what is acceptable – a 
duty upon the righteous.54

181. Then whoever alters it [i.e., the bequest] after he has heard it –
the sin is only upon those who have altered it.  Indeed, AllŒh 
is Hearing and Knowing.

182. But if one fears from the bequeather [some] error or sin and 
corrects that which is between them [i.e., the concerned parties],
there is no sin upon him.  Indeed, AllŒh is Forgiving and 
Merciful.

183. O you who have believed, decreed upon you is fasting as it 
was decreed upon those before you that you may become 
righteous –

184. [Fasting for] a limited number of days.  So whoever among 
you is ill or on a journey [during them] – then an equal 
number of days [are to be made up].  And upon those who are 
able [to fast, but with hardship] – a ransom [as substitute] of 
feeding a poor person [each day].  And whoever volunteers
good [i.e., excess] – it is better for him.  But to fast is best for 
you, if you only knew.

185. The month of RamadhŒn [is that] in which was revealed the 
QurÕŒn, a guidance for the people and clear proofs of guidance
and criterion.  So whoever sights [the new moon of] the month,55

                                               
53After acceptance of compensation.
54This ruling was abrogated by the revelation in S´rah an-NisŒÕ stipulating 

obligatory shares for parents and close relatives.  Those who do not inherit 
by law may be remembered in a bequest.  See 4:11-12.

55Also, "whoever is present during the month."




